You Have a Choice in Laser Toner Cartridges for Your Printers. Choose Us for High Performance and Value.
Xerox Replacement Cartridges: the quality you expect.

**Performance matters.**

Even if you didn’t buy a Xerox printer, look to us for replacement cartridges. Xerox can help you get more value with performance equal to what you expect from your Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) cartridge. You want crisp, sharp images and a number of pages equal to or better than the stated yield of your OEM cartridge. We can do that. You want to minimize downtime and service calls and drive your printer to maximum productivity. We understand.

**Engineered to meet OEM standards... and then some.**

We invented toner 60 years ago, and then we invented laser cartridges. Our xerographic expertise means that with Xerox Replacement Cartridges, you can expect great performance from the first print to the last. Developed in our engineering center dedicated to replacement cartridge development, our cartridges equal or exceed the OEM cartridge in image quality and page yield.

We test our cartridges in the same hot and cold conditions that can occur in your office, and we carefully study image quality factors, including color fidelity, halftone and solid fill image uniformity. We measure fine line reproduction, density, banding, ghosting and mottle. We test the toner seal to ensure against leaking on the printed page, and our engineers monitor for health and safety factors, too.

Our Xerox Replacement Cartridges are triple tested for manufacturing quality. We perform life testing in our labs to ensure that cartridges are meeting our quality specs from first print to last. Then, every cartridge is print tested before packaging. Periodic, random cartridge audits ensure consistent quality each and every time.

Rigorous testing and depth of xerographic technology knowledge enable us to put quality into every Xerox Replacement Cartridge—from engineering design to manufacturing to your final output. Our name is on the box and our quality is inside.

**Certified to meet your expectations.**

As a global company, we strive to meet the quality, manufacturing, environmental and process standards important for specific geographies, as well as adhere to the standards most widely recognized. Our production facilities meet ISO 9001 standards and ISO 14001 environmental standards. Our quality standards comply with DIN33870. We comply with REACH for all chemicals and materials contained in our cartridges and we use the ISO IEC test protocols for monochrome and color page yields.

We constantly review emerging standards and apply them whenever they meet customer requirements and make business sense. Xerox Replacement Cartridges meet demanding Xerox specifications as well as some pretty tough independent standards... because we want to meet your standards.

- Yield at least equal to the OEM cartridge
- Greater value than the OEM offers
- A sustainable choice to keep usable components out of landfills
A broad line of products.

In our ever-expanding portfolio, we carry replacement cartridges for the top OEM brands, so you can put Xerox quality into the printers in your office, even if they didn’t come from Xerox. While all cartridges may look similar, the quality inside is the crucial difference. Xerox replaces the critical xerographic components such as the toner, blades, photoreceptors and developer. When you buy Xerox Replacement Cartridges for your printers, you buy the assurance of a technology-leading brand for all of your printers.

There’s more than meets the eye when it comes to quality.

Sustainable quality.

Sustainability and quality can go hand in hand. At Xerox, we take the OEM cartridge that has been used only once and then get more productive life from the components inside. The housing is disassembled and the components are inspected and cleaned. Other components that are worn out or used up are replaced.

Our cartridges are remanufactured using ISO 14001 and 9001 standards to ensure the highest manufacturing and environmental management systems. We also seek out recycled packaging material and encourage recycling of the packaging.

Total Performance Warranty.

Put Xerox quality into your printer and get the triple benefit of our Total Performance Warranty:

1. OEM Quality—Xerox warrants this product to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the cartridge.

2. Lifetime Performance—Xerox doesn’t just stand behind every cartridge, but every print, too. Your last print should look as good as your first. If not, Xerox will replace the cartridge to ensure that you are satisfied.

3. No Risk to Your Printer Warranty—When you choose a Xerox brand cartridge for your printer, there is no risk to your printer OEM guarantee. If our cartridge is traced to any printer damage, Xerox will pay your repair costs.

It’s what’s inside that counts.

A Typical Cartridge

1. Toner
2. Laser
3. Primary Charge Roller (PCR)
4. Waste Toner Hopper
5. Recovery Blade
6. Upper Fuser Roller
7. Lower Pressure Roller
8. Photoreceptor Drum
9. Toner Supply Hopper
10. Paper
11. Developer Roller
12. Doctor Blade
13. Transfer Roller
Environmental solutions that work.

A smaller footprint.

Remember—a cartridge can have a very long life, but not in a landfill. When your cartridge is empty, don’t forget to recycle it. You have the option to keep a lower carbon footprint by checking with your local waste collector about the cartridge. They could find a processor who can break down the parts for other uses—the plastic can be your child’s next toy or an automotive part. Other recovered pieces can be a roofing tile or a park bench. Some materials can actually be used to generate energy and reduce the use of fossil fuels.

Suggestions for Printing Wisely

• Make sure your printer and supplies are designed for energy savings, recycling and remanufacturing.
• Make the most of every sheet—use two-sided printing and recycle that sheet.
• Print on demand instead of printing quantities to inventory in a warehouse or file cabinet.
• Reduce energy costs by powering down devices when not in use and using efficient printers with a power-saver mode.
• You are encouraged to recycle all cartridges locally to reduce energy impacts.

For more information contact your Authorized Xerox Reseller, a Xerox Supplies Representative or visit our web site at www.xerox.com/replacementcartridges